The improvement of voltage stability and reactive power compensation in the two-area system with PSS and FACTS-devices
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ABSTRACT: In fact, the power system stability is the most important feature of the power system. This article discusses about successful application of FACTS-devices and PSS in transmission system. The purpose of using the FACTS-devices and PSS are the regulation of effective voltage and compensation of reactive powering particular system. Power systems are operated near the limits of their stability, fore comonicreations. Keeping system stability and safe operation are very important. The shunt FACTS-devices have an important role in the stability, increasing of transmission capacity and damping the low frequency fluctuations. In this article FACTS-devices and PSS, a two-area power system have been used for improving of power system stability. For simulation of systems, MATLAB software, has been used.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a lot of demands on the power transmission network, and these demands are on the rise, because the number of units of generation and competition between them are increased. Also, the electric power systems is changing to reach flexibility, reliability, quick response and accuracy in the fields of generation, transmission, distribution and consumption. Reactive power control is an important factor in the design and operation of electric power systems. Reactive power compensators such (SVC) and (STATCOM) are devices that is used to improve voltage and control reactive power in AC systems. As well as increasing of the transmission capacity is a result of damping of power fluctuations. Power system stability is one of the most important aspects of the performance of electrical systems and should preserved the frequency and voltage under any disturbance including suddenly increcent of load [1,2]. On the other hand, power system's stabilizer (additional excitation controller) is an auxiliary controller that, to improve the dynamic performance of power system by adding of auxiliary signals to excitation system. The effectiveness of this control method depend on the optimum point and selected proper signal in the power system[3]. In [4], is examined the improvement of transient stability of two systems with different loading conditions. Flexible AC transmission power system (FACTS-devices) put in the middle of long transmission lines and designed the power system stabilizer for both generation units. That has an important role in the control of damping and distribution of reactive power in system. The analyzes of the performance of SVC and STATCOM with PSS, for improvement of dynamic behavior of the desired system is purpose in this study.

II. FACTS-DEVICES

The Improvement of power systems stability and also increasing of reliability of system is by the use of FACTS-devices [5]. However, the using of these devices, can improve the capacity of transitional power of lines. These devices used in this study are include SVC and STATCOM.

A) Static Var Compensator (SVC)

SVC can be used for setting of voltage profile and improvement of capacity of transmission line, and as well as setup itself with change of operation conditions of grid [6]. With proper control of equivalent reactance, is possible regulation of voltage amplitude. In simplest form, a TCR is parallel with the capacitor [7,8]. Figure 1 show a diagram of the SVC.
SVC can be operate in following two modes:
1. Voltage regulation mode
2. Reactive power control mode
V-I characteristic in one SVC is shown in figure 2.

Since, voltage unstable and even voltage collapse can be occur if reactive power balance are collide in the grid. Connect a SVC in a specific point of grid, to increase transmission capacity and improves dynamic stability of voltage, and preserves the voltage profile in different situations [9].

B) Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM)
STATCOM (static synchronous compensator) put on in parallel mode in the grid, and the most application of it is supply of voltage and reactive power. In other words, STATCOM works as a source of variable reactive power in a power system and with injection of reactive power, to prevent from voltage drop and also to increase transitional active power [10]. Figure 3 show v-I characteristic in the STATCOM compensator [11], and figure 4 show a schematic base diagram of one STATCOM.
In other words because this compensator is an important member of the family of FACTS-devices, has a capabilities such as damping of power fluctuations, improve of transient stability, voltage support and ... [12].

III. POWER SYSTEM STABILIZER (PSS)

Power system stabilizer, is the most economic method for attenuating of electromechanical fluctuations. PSS is the most original and the most widely used damping maker in power systems[13]. This stabilizer normally used from signals such as rotor speed, frequency and power of generator, and with to attenuate low frequency fluctuations puts the desirable impact on the small signal stability of system. PSS with the creation of the synchronizing and damping torque coefficients to improve the digression of rotor rotation. In fact, PSS to regulate and optimize the stimulation voltage with the creation of positive and negative voltage in the time needed [14]. figure 4 show a power system stabilizer model[15].

![Power system stabilizer diagram](image)

Fig 4. V-I characteristic in STATCOM compensator

To get the proper functioning of stabilizer in a large range of frequencies, has been suggested The use of PSS with several frequency band, [16].

IV. SYSTEM MODELING

To show the improvement of voltage stability and compensation of reaction power by PSS and FACTS-devices that specified in this article, a two-area power system is used [4]. This model that consists of two generation units and a long transmission line, is showed in figure 6.

![System model diagram](image)

Fig 5. power system stabilizer

Fig 6. system under study

The second bus is considered as connect point of SVC and STATCOM. And both units to supply load. For both generation units, is designed power system stabilizer. For analyze of performance of these devices, was designed one short circuit disturbance in bus B1.
V. SIMULATION RESULT

According to figure 6, a disturbance occurs on the transmission line in B1. After it, the system suffers from fluctuation and instability, and because of flowing of high current, the voltage of this bus is dropped, and also decrease reactive power, meanwhile, the instability to occur quickly. Figure 7 shows the effect of disturbance on the dynamic stability.

Fig 7.A: the effect of the disturbance on the system

Fig 7.B: the effect of the disturbance on the machines

After analyze of grid with simultaneous placing of SVC in B2 and designing of PSS and simulation of this system, improvement of damping of voltage power fluctuations and also stability are observed. The results are in figure 8.
Fig 8.A: synchronous effect of PSS and SVC after disturbance, SVC compensator

Fig 8.B: synchronous effect of PSS and SVC after disturbance, system

Fig 8.C: synchronous effect of PSS and SVC after disturbance, machines
Now, placing of STATCOM compensator instead of SVC in B2 and synchronous design of PSS, the results reviews after simulation; figure 9 show these results.

Fig 9.A: synchronous effect of PSS and STATCOM, STATCOM compensator

Fig 9.B: synchronous effect of PSS and STATCOM, system

Fig 9.C: synchronous effect of PSS and STATCOM, machines
VI. Conclusion

In this article, discussed the main of performance of svc and STATCOM to voltage control and design the PSS in particular system. That show PSS and FACTS-devices improve voltage stability and reactive power in power systems. in this study, a first state, synchronous effect PSS and svc and second state, synchronous effect PSS and STATCOM is analyzed and compared. The result of simulation show effective performance synchronous effect PSS and STATCOM to improve damping fluctuations and dynamic stability of the systems.
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